stant" there is a "chiel" up here will be tickled about it, and after you are satisfied thereof just send them along and we'll sett them a buzzing. Don't go to the trouble just now of fitting up a "Singing Telephone" as I can wait your greater convenience. Yrs. "constant"

Fn. H. Badger

ALS, NjWOE, DF (TAEM 14:1004).

1. A Scottish word for a fellow, lad, or child.

Phonograph

Phonograph

[Menlo Park,] Nov 29th 1877

T A Edison

Chas Batchelor

J. Kruesi

X, NjWOE, Lab., NS-77-003 (TAEM 7:451). This document is photographically reproduced in TAEM-Gr, following p. 30; Charbon 1981, 43; Frost 1969, 68; and Koenigsberg 1969, xiv. Heading written by Batchelor.